A~--This paper compares two implementation models for abstract data types: direct and indirect implementations. Direct implementations offer relatively cheap execution and expensive compilation costs while indirect implementations result in relatively expensive implementations and cheap compilation costs. These two models are both accommodated by Ada, and a small experiment compares their costs for a particular data type.
INTRODUCTION
The development of user-defined types in ALGOL 68 and Pascal provided a clear break with the earlier generation of languages such as FORTRAN and Algol which allowed users only a fixed set of types. Programmers using these newer languages can declare new types which in turn can be used in declaring new data objects. Objects with user-defined typescorrespond more closely with problem-domain objects than to programming-language objects.
Pascal and Algol 68 type definitions are not ideal methods for defining new types since there is no way to declare the operations of a newly declared type. Any program unit within the reach of the type definition can access the components of objects with user-defined types. Programmers define new operations with functions and procedures, and turned to methodologies like information hiding [1] to remedy the shortcomings of the type definition features of these languages. Only the few routines that actually manipulated the components of objects need to know the details of an object's representation; in the remainder of a program components can be manipulated indirectly by calling one of these routines.
During the 1970s, several languages were designed to extend type definitions that encapsulated the representation of objects and permitted users to define new operations on objects. Among the better known languages from this era are CLU [2] , Alphard [3] , Simula [4] , Mesa [51, Euclid [6] and Ada [7] . Of these languages, Ada is certain to become the most widely used. The remainder of this paper discusses the implementation of encapsulated objects in Ada, although we believe similar results can be obtained from other languages.
TWO IMPLEMENTATION MODELS
In languages which support abstract data types two basic implementation models have been used; for purposes of discussion we call them: direct implementations and indirect implementations. Storage for directly implemented objects is allocated in the activation record of the procedure in which they are declared. This implies that the compiler knows the underlying representation of objects during compilation of all modules that declare objects and can (possibly) generate inline code to manipulate the objects. In contrast, indirectly implemented objects are represented in the activation record of their declaration as pointers to the actual (heap) storage for the objects. The compiler generating code for operations on these objects need not know thdr structure, but must generally generate less efficient code. could bc represented in either of the ways shown in Fig. I . Direct implementations offer reductions in execution time (and possibly code size) over indirect implementations since it takes an extra memory cycle (and perhaps an extra instruction) to derefcrcnce the pointer to the object in indirect implementations. Attaining this advantage might depend critically on having a compiler that expands procedures inline. If data objects have to be passed (by reference) to procedures implementing abstract operations in order to perform the operation, the number of memory references in the direct and indirect implementations is likely to be similar.
Indirect implementations may lead to fewer compilations than direct implementations when changes arc made to the representations of objects. When the representations of directly implemented objects change, then the module implementing the type's operations and all the compilation units that declare these objects must be recompilcd. The latter units must be rccompilcd to effect changes in the structures of their activation records. However, in indirect implementations, all abstract objects are referenced via pointers so only the module implementing the type's operations needs to bc recompiled. The recompilation costs for large systems of programs can be significant.
Thus the tradeoffs can be summarized as follows: relatively cheap execution and expensive compilation costs for direct implementations, and relatively expensive implementations and cheap compilation costs for indirect implementations. Among the better known languages, Euclid represents objects directly, while in CLU, Mesa, and Simula 67 objects are represented indirectly. We have implemented each of these approaches--the first in Simpl-D [8] and the second in PLUM [9] . Since our two implementations arc for very different languages, it makes little sense to compare these two approaches empirically. However, Ada supports both these approaches so it is possible to compare them using Ada.
TWO MODELS IN ADA
In Ada, modules are called packages, and the visible part of a package that is known to other modules is specified in a package specification. An Ada specification contains the name of the abstract type, and procedures and functions that implement the operations of the type, as well as any other information the designer of the abstract type wishes to make known to the outside world. For example, a directly implemented stack could be specified as: end'StackTest;
In procedure StackTest, the object named S is represented by a pointer and NewStack must be called to create the stack object. Thus changes to the representation of stack objects require that the package body be recompiled since NewStack creates these objects, but program units declaring stack objects (like StackTest) remain unchanged. Note that we have not completely hidden the differences in representations between the two implementations. The indirect implementation still needs a call to NewStack to allocate storage. This difference can be avoided by adding a (superfluous) call to NewStack in the direct implementation. These difference could be avoided if Ada provided an initialization operation in package bodies. Using an Ada compiler on a VAX 8600 using Berkeley UNIX 4.3, we ran two experiments to determine the expense (in terms of data space and execution time) of both indirect and direct implementations. In both experiments we used the Stack data types declared above. The first experiment shows the effects of declaring a number of stacks and doing the minimal number of operations on them (i.e. calling NewStack to create the indirectly implemented objects).
Space Used by Objects
The figures in this table are produced by the UNIX "time" command and represent "unshared memory" sizes of the data and stack segments of processes. As is evident from the table, the indirectly implemented objects use more storage than directly implemented objects. Each additional indirectly implemented object costs approximately 0.92 k of memory, while a directly implemented object costs an additional 0.8 k. Actual storage costs for each object is 404 bytes for indirectly implemented objects and 400 bytes for directly implemented objects so there is about 100% execution overhead per object allocation in using this compiler. The second experiment measures the cost of operations on objects. In this case a series of pairs of Push-Pop operations was applied to a single Stack object. The figures in this table are produced by the UNIX "time" command and represent "user time", the number of seconds executing the user's program. Indirectly implemented operations took approximately 25% longer to execute than the corresponding directly implemented operations. Investigation of the generated code for indirectly implemented objects revealed that the pointer to the stack object was being checked to make sure it was not null each time the stack object was referenced. Inserting the pragrna SUPPRESS(ACCESS_CHECK) eliminated almost all of the performance differences between the two implementations. The small differences that remain are the result of an extra instruction generated for parameter transmission of indirectly implemented objects. Passing one of these objects as an in-out parameter results in the value of the pointer representing the object being passed to the operation and the (possibly changed) value being copied back to the object's storage. In contrast, the compiler generates an address for directly implemented objects and knows that any change in the address need not be restored. While the execution differences are small, running programs with access checking disabled is unsafe. As predicted, expanding the operations inline results in even larger advantages for directly implemented objects. Part of the differences in these figures results from the compiler not eliminating access checking when expanding operations on indirectly implemented objects. Even if we remove the differences found in the previous values when neither set of operations was expanded inline, we still see an advantage for directly implemented objects.
CONCLUSIONS
In Ada, at first glance there is no apparent reason why a private part should appear in a package specification rather than a package body since users of the package cannot directly access the representation of the type. The reason becomes clear when we consider implementation models. Since a major goal of the language is rapid execution in embedded computers, execution time is a primary design goal and compilation costs have a relatively low priority. By putting the private parts into the specification, an Ada compiler can implement objects directly rather than indirectly saving both storage space and execution time. By offering both implementation possibilities, Ada permits its users to save on compilation costs by using indirect implementations during development, and to save on execution costs by switching to direct implementations during production.
